
Other Design Options
At Eco Essence Homes we understand that
you may want to tailor your home to suit your
needs with optional Eco Essence Homes
extras or custom design requirements.

Discover how enjoyable your design and
building experience can bewith Eco Essence
Homes. Contact us today to book in for your
free design and build consultation.

Build with Comfort

A classic replica encompassing original features from the traditional Australian beach cottage. The Egret achieves
a 7.9 star-rating from thoughtful design considerations. The exterior of is finished with weatherboarding and
sweeping skillions roof supported by angled feature posts, and the block has been detailed with a white picket fence.
The interior flooring features chic, white quartz seeded polished concrete through the living space with the contrast
of timber flooring in the bedrooms and studio. There is a separate self-contained space located at the front of the
home offering a place for guests to stay, there is also an additional three bedrooms in the main living space. The
large studio is fixated at the front of the home and is large enough to be practical for fitness activities, or can
operate as an additional large study, media room or bedroom. The bedrooms offer the functionality of luvers to
operate control of natural lighting, crossflow ventilation and privacy. The kitchen embodies a classic feature of three
chunky natural hardwood posts aligned with the island bench, grounding the contemporary finishes of the kitchen.
The exterior deck at the rear of the home links to the yard and pool, the perfect situation for social gatherings and
entertaining family or friends. The Egret has been designed in mind with consideration to utilise natural lighting to
brighten the entirety of the home and the open plan layout allows for cross flow ventilation; ultimately the ideal
design for a classic home design that beneficially increases our green footprint.
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